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Demonstrators draw spirited crowd on campus
‘Don’t ask, don’t tell’
repealed after 18
years on the books

Students react to visiting
religious group’s voices
by Francisco Rendon
Executive Editor

Christian demonstrators brought
signs and invited all comers to theological debate outside the northeast entrance to MacQuarrie Hall on
Tuesday.
Signs discouraging behaviors of
homosexuality, alcoholism, fornication and religious coexistence were
brandished by the activists, while a
crowd of about 30 students gathered
to observe the exchanges and cheer
for the arguments of student participants.
Freshman French major Caitlin
Braswell said she couldn’t relate to
the messages discouraging behaviors
prevalent among college-age youth.
The students, she said, mocked the
demonstrators and were often ridiculing them.
“It makes me laugh,” she said. “I like
seeing how everyone retaliates (by
creating) their own atmosphere.”
Braswell said she perceived the
demonstrators’ attempts to convert
students as proselytization.
“I see a lot of people (being) hypocritical, trying to turn (students) into
something,” she said. “I grew up in the
church and I don’t remember any of
this.”
Mike, a demonstrator who withheld his last name, said the goal of
the groups present was to connect
listeners with the word of God through
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McClatchy Tribune
Wire Service

Standing in front of MacQuarrie Hall, demonstrator Jay Kay (right) attempts to prove a point to students while Emily
Swiger, a senior child and adolescent development major, uses a sign to counter Kay’s rhetoric. Several students praised
Swiger for her “silent protest” compared with the way Kay was preaching. Photo by Daniel Herberholz / Spartan Daily

the Bible.
“In Mark 16:15 Jesus told his followers ‘Go into all the world and
preach the Gospel,” he said.
Although students were mocking
and arguing, Mike said he and his
compatriots’ treatment was similar to
that of Jesus.
The preachers said their mission
was to save those they conversed with
from sin, and to turn them towards
the love and grace of God.
“If a person was to acknowledge
their sins, repent, turn from it, they

will be saved and turned to Jesus
Christ,” he said.
Sgt. Manuel Aguayo of the University Police Department said protesters, demonstrators and activists had
the right to come to campus and voice
their opinions under the protection of
the First Amendment.
Whenever persons engage in illegal
acts such as obstructing traffic, using
sound amplification equipment or intimidating passersby, they can be removed, he said.
The demonstrators left peacefully

of their own accord, taking their signs
and shirts with them.
Jay Kay, a demonstrator, said he
was not paid to demonstrate at these
events and he traveled around the
country through his interest of spreading the gospel.
Though homosexuality was one
of the sins the religious group was
speaking out against, Jennifer Rycenga, coordinator of religious studies at
SJSU said there are no words of Jesus

WASHINGTON — When Air
Force Staff Sgt. Jonathan Mills
woke up Tuesday, he posted a
pointed message on his Facebook page about the secret he
has kept since he joined the military seven years ago.
“I. Am. Gay. That is all ... as
you were,” he wrote.
Thus did Mills, 27, mark an
historic milestone — the day
America’s ban on gays and lesbians serving openly in the U.S.
military ended.
“When I woke up this morning I felt extremely relieved and
very free,” said Mills, who is stationed at Bolling Air Force Base
in Washington, D.C. “Free to be
able to live openly without worrying what I say or do will affect my career.”
After years of bitter debate,
and generations of military tradition, repeal of the 18-year-old
“don’t ask, don’t tell” law went
into effect at 12:01 a.m. For the
first time, soldiers, sailors, airmen and Marines were free to
declare their sexual orientation
without risking being thrown
out of the military. And many
rushed to do so.
The result, for supporters at
least, was an outpouring of eu-
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Obama behind in polls, GOP gaining
McClatchy-Marist poll
shows president losing
ground to Republicans
McClatchy Tribune
Wire Service

Students march toward Campus Village during a rally arranged by Students for
Quality Education to protest SJSU Housing problems on Tuesday afternoon. Photo
by Sierra Duren / Contributing Photographer

Students for Quality Education
protest student housing policy
by Angelica Valera
Staff Writer

Armed with a cart full of marked sign
posts, a few members of Students for
Quality Education held a rally in front
of Clark Hall at 4 p.m. yesterday among
about 40 others.
They were protesting a housing
shortage that forced 250 upperclassmen
to move to the Clarion Hotel at the beginning of the semester.
The administration and housing department resorted to this policy in order
to accommodate an unexpectedly large
group of incoming freshmen.
According to Julian Rosenberg, a
junior mechanical engineering major,

there were many students who were
promised a spot to live on campus in the
dorms.
He said that a week or two before
school started, there was no longer room
for the students in the dorms so they had
to go to the hotel or look elsewhere.
“Many of the students would not
have moved in had it not been for a new
housing policy that was enacted last semester that forced them to move in,” he
said.
A policy mandating that freshman
live on campus was put into effect this
semester.
“There were few exceptions (like) if

SEE PROTEST PAGE 6

WASHINGTON — Look out President Barack Obama. Even Sarah
Palin’s gaining on you.
A new McClatchy-Marist poll
finds that Obama looks increasingly
vulnerable in next year’s election,
with a majority of voters believing
he’ll lose to any Republican, a solid
plurality saying they’ll definitely
vote against him and most potential
Republican challengers gaining on
him.
Even in potential matchups
where he leads, Obama in most
cases has lost ground to the Republican.
The biggest gain came for Palin,
the former Alaska governor who
hasn’t yet announced whether
she’ll jump into the fast-changing
race for the 2012 Republican presidential nomination.
After trailing Obama by more
than 20 percentage points in polls
all year, the new national survey,
taken Sept. 13-14, found Palin trailing the president by just 5 points,
49-44 percent. The key reason: She
now leads Obama among independents, a sharp turnaround.
Overall, the gains among Republicans “speak to Obama’s decline
among independents generally,

and how the middle is not his right
now,” said Lee Miringoff, director
of the Marist College Institute for
Public Opinion, which conducted
the national survey.
“This will require him to find
ways to either win back the middle
or energize his base in ways that
hasn’t happened so far,” Miringoff
said.
By a margin of 49 percent to 36
percent, voters said they definitely
plan to vote against Obama, according to the poll. Independents by 53
percent to 28 percent said they definitely plan to vote against him.
With that sentiment permeating the electorate a little more than
a year before the general election,
most Americans think Obama won’t
win a second term.
By 52 percent to 38 percent, voters think he’ll lose to the Republican nominee, whoever that is. Even
among Democrats, 31 percent think
the Republican nominee will win.
The poll comes as the Republican
candidates head to Orlando, Fla., for
another debate on Thursday night,
their second in the battleground
state in 10 days.
Gov. Rick Perry of Texas continues to lead the field of announced
candidates for the Republican presidential nomination, supported by
30 percent of Republicans and Republican-leaning independents. He
was followed by former Gov. Mitt
Romney of Massachusetts with 22
percent and Rep. Michele Bachmann of Minnesota with 12 percent.
Others trailed in single digits:

Rep. Ron Paul of Texas had 7 percent; former House Speaker Newt
Gingrich had 6 percent; business
executive Herman Cain had 5 percent, former Sen. Rick Santorum
of Pennsylvania had 2 percent, and
former Gov. Jon Huntsman of Utah
had 1 percent.
Two potential candidates — Palin
and former New York Mayor Rudy
Giuliani — would trail Perry but
jump into the top tier along with
Romney and Bachmann, the survey
found.
The field lines up differently,
though, when matched against
Obama.
While most of the Republicans
have gained on Obama, he still leads
all of the announced candidates.
“His saving grace right now has
to do with the fact that the GOP
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REPEAL: Military imposition of silence
dropped after 18-year-long tenure
FROM PAGE 1
phoria and relief that some
compared to the end of racial
segregation in the military
in the 1950s, or the admittance of women to the service
academies in the 1970s. Supporters planned celebrations
in all 50 states.
“It’s a huge burden lifted
off from my shoulders and
the 65,000 other gay and
lesbian bisexual troops out
there serving in the military
right now,” Air Force Lt. Josh
Seefried told a news conference at the U.S. Capitol with
senators who sponsored repeal of the law. “Today and
every day I can go back into
work ... and not have to worry
anymore.”
It was the first time that
Seefried, who has used the
pseudonym J.D. Smith to secretly run a support group
for gays in the military, had
identified himself as gay in
public. He was joined by a
Marine captain and an Air
Force staff sergeant who also
came out for the first time.
President Barack Obama
pushed the repeal through
Congress last December, but
the end of the ban was delayed so the Pentagon could
train more than 2 million
service members in standards
of conduct. The delay also allowed the Pentagon to certify
that the new policy would not
harm military readiness, unit
cohesion or recruiting and
retention of service members.
“As of today, patriotic
Americans in uniform will no
longer have to lie about who
they are in order to serve the
country they love,” Obama

said in a statement released
by the White House.
Legal and cultural challenges are likely to continue
since U.S. law bars the Pentagon from offering samesex couples the same health,
housing and education benefits as heterosexual couples.
In particular, the Defense
of Marriage Act prohibits
giving federal benefits to
same-sex couples, and a separate federal statute for the
armed forces defines a spouse
as a “husband” or a “wife.”
Moreover, unlike women
and minorities, gays and
lesbians are not recognized
under law as a “protected
class,” which would enable
them to file formal complaints
of employment discrimination. Pentagon officials have
said
that
discrimination
complaints related to sexual
orientation can be raised up
the chain of command or with
the inspector general.
But other changes clearly
are coming.
Same-sex couples will be
able to appear together at
official functions and live
together openly, though not
in military housing.
Recruiters can sign up gay
recruits, and many of the
more than 14,000 gay service
members who were forced
out in recent years can try to
re-enlist, although the Pentagon says they will receive no
preferential treatment.
In
California,
former
Marine Capt. Kristen Kavanaugh, 31, hopes to join the
Navy four years after she left
the Marines. She had served
in Iraq, but could no longer

stand the pressure of hiding
her sexuality.
“The turning point was
Iraq,” said Kavanaugh, now
a graduate student at the
University of Southern California. “Everyone else could
call their loved one and talk
openly. I had to guard my
words and only talk in general terms. It was awful, having
to live like that.”
Former Navy Chief Petty
Officer Jeremy Johnson told
his commander about his
sexual orientation four years
ago and was quickly discharged. Now a student outside Baltimore, he plans to
re-enlist in the reserves next
weekend, and the officer who
kicked him out will administer the oath.
“I never wanted to get out
in the first place, and this
is a way for us to put this
behind us,” Johnson said,
explaining why he asked his
former commander to preside
at the swearing in ceremony.
Former Air Force Sgt.
David Hall also has an
appointment with a recruiter
on Thursday. Hall, who had
spent five years on active duty
loading bombs and missiles
on fighter planes, was kicked
out of the Air Force for “homosexual conduct” in 2002.
It killed his dreams of
becoming a fighter pilot. Now
37, he’s too old for flight
school. He hopes to resume
his military career in the Air
Force Reserve.
Under the new policy,
Hall’s discharge for being
gay will be expunged, at least
as far as his qualifications
to serve are concerned. His

POLL: Public opinion turns against Obama
FROM PAGE 1
field has not yet demonstrated
the appeal to capitalize on his
weaknesses,” said Miringoff.
Giuliani would do the best
against the president, leading
Obama by 49 percent to 42
percent. He trailed by 5 points
in an August poll, and by 7 in
June.
Obama is neck and neck
with Romney, leading by 4644. Obama had led by 5 points
in August, 4 points in June,
and 1 point in April. Romney
now leads among independents, 44 percent to 40 percent.
Obama leads Perry by 50
percent to 41 percent. They
split independents 43-43.
Obama had led Perry by 19
points in August, as Perry was
joining the campaign.
Obama leads Bachmann 53
percent to 40 percent. He had
led her by 17 points in August,
by 12 points in June.
Obama leads Palin by 49
percent to 44 percent. He led
in August by 21 points, in
June by 26 points, and in April
by 22 points.
Despite the suggestion
that Giuliani would be the
party’s strongest general election candidate, and that Palin
would be much stronger than
earlier believed, Republicans
do not want them to get into
the race.
By 72 percent to 24 percent, Republicans and Republican-leaning independents do
not want Palin to run for pres-

ident in 2012. Even among tea
party supporters — a group
that likes Palin — 68 percent
do not want her to run.
And by 58 percent to 32
percent, Republican voters
do not want Giuliani, who
ran and lost in 2008, to run in
2012.
METHODOLOGY
This survey of 1,042 adults
was conducted on Sept. 1314. Adults 18 and older residing in the continental United
States were interviewed by
telephone. Telephone numbers were selected based upon
a list of telephone exchanges
from throughout the nation.
The exchanges were selected
to ensure that each region
was represented in proportion to its population. To increase coverage, this land-line
sample was supplemented by
respondents reached through
random dialing of cell phone
numbers. The two samples
were then combined. Results
are statistically significant
within plus or minus 3.0 percentage points. There are 825
registered voters. The results
for this subset are statistically significant within plus or
minus 3.5 percentage points.
There are 317 Republicans
and Republican leaning independents. The results for this
subset are statistically significant within plus or minus 5.5
percentage points. The error
margin increases for crosstabulations.
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They pretty much
served equally as I
did and displayed the
same characteristics
of integrity and army
values.
Alfredo
Justice studies

I think that if you love
this country and you
want to defend those
who can’t defend
themselves, that you
should be able to
serve openly.
Alisa McKenzie
Senior, Animation

by Jasper Rubenstein

How do you feel about the repeal of ‘Don’t ask, don’t tell?’

Are you going to sit
there and tell your
boss, “Oh yeah, by
the way, I’m gay,” or
“Oh, by the way, I’m
straight?” It doesn’t
matter.
Anthony Barnes
Film

It’s no fair that if someone
wants to serve their
country they are not
allowed to.

I’m against repealing
“Don’t ask, Don’t tell.” I
wish they would have
just left it alone.

Matthew Cadena
Meteorology

Jay Kay
Christian
demonstrator

DEMONSTRATION: Groups preach at SJSU
FROM PAGE 1
in the New Testament that address the issue
specifically.
Emily Swiger, a senior child and adolescent development major, said as a follower
of Christ she was offended and upset by the
demonstrators’ lack of acceptance of others’
behaviors.
She said any sort of Christianity that is too
focused on people’s sins and judging them by
their flaws was inconsistent with the Christianity she was familiar with.
“They come in and say, ‘You’re a sinner and
you’re going to hell,’” she said. “That’s hate

“RE-4” discharge code, which
would normally make him
ineligible to re-enlist, will be
waived, he said.
“It’s an exciting day,” Hall
said.
Army Maj. Casey Moes,
34, who serves with the
military police corps at Fort
Leavenworth in Kansas, said the
repeal allows her to align
her own values with those of
the Army, most notably the
values of respect and honesty.
“I pride myself on adher-

and judgment. The Bible says only the Father
can judge.”
Swiger said though there are many different branches of Christianity, with many different interpretations of the gospel, those that
embrace the book’s message in a larger perspective will find many more positive themes
than negative.
“People have this hyper-focus on specific
passages or a verse and get hung up on that,”
she said. “If you look at the Bible as a whole,
there’s so many other things. You read the
whole rest of the Bible, it’s about love.”

ing to the Army values,” Moes
said. “Before the repeal, it
was tough because you had
to limit what you said — so
you weren’t truly lying, but
you never fully told the truth
either.”
Moes said the biggest
benefit of the repeal is finally
being able to acknowledge
her fiancee Laurie Morano,
her partner of three years.
“I now get to talk to my
friends and colleagues at
work about the other half of

my life and give the full respect to her and the support
she gives to me as both a
military officer and a person,”
Moes said.
In Tulsa, Okla., three
Marine recruiters showed
up at a lunch sponsored by
nonprofit Oklahomans for
Equality. The recruiters mingled with World War II and
Korean veterans, and Marine
Master Sgt. Anthony Henry,
37, set up the same display he
takes to career fairs.
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Viewers travel back
in time to the ‘60s
in ‘Bandstand Beat’
San Pedro Square’s Tabard
Theatre captivates audiences
with exciting play production
by Brittany Patterson
Staff Writer

Tucked within San Pedro
Square, a quick jaunt up two
flights of weathered and wooden
stairs, is the Tabard Theatre.
With brick walls, a smattering
of comfortable black chairs and
an impressive 35-foot bar, the
non-proscenium theater prides
itself on producing either new
works or works that are not commonly done.
To open their 11th season,
in which they celebrate “the
rhythm of life,” the Tabard takes
audience members back to the
toe-tapping music of the ’50s and
‘60s in “Bandstand Beat” which
runs until Oct. 9.
And back we went, back to
the days of jukeboxes and budding rock ‘n’ roll.
Hosted by the charming Sonny Sparks, on the eve of Sunday
June 19, 1965, “Bandstand Beat,”
as the audience sees it, is a special live broadcast in living color,
a celebration of the show’s 15
years on television and a greatest
hits performance of the rock and
pop songs from 1950 until 1965.
The stage was adorned in true

‘50s grandeur. Lilac walls were
complemented by large, suspended oval shapes in the greens and
blues of the time, completed by a
large, glittering sign with the title
of the production.
Affixed to the upper corners
of the stage were two applause
signs — a cute touch — and nestled in the back of the space were
the instruments played by the
band, the band which served as
the lifeblood, the stream of music
that moved the production along.
If the band was the lifeblood,
the various groups of performers were the oxygen within the
blood, providing nourishment.
There were three groups of
performers, rounding out the cast
over 25, including singers, dancers and the kids who are a part of
the “Sonny Sparks Fan Club.”
SJSU student Kevin McCullough, music director and
arranger, was responsible for almost all aspects of the music in
“Bandstand Beat” including writing all of the parts for vocals and
instruments, playing piano in the
production and leading the band.
“We plowed through lists and
lists of songs,” he said.
The music selection was a
crash course in the hits of the

Sarah Vogel (left) and Hayley Thirwall (right) dance during Friday night’s opening performance of the production “Bandstand Beat” at San
Jose’s Tabard Theatre. Photo by Edmond Kwong / Tabard Theatre Company

time. From “Rock Around The
Clock” to slower ballads like “At
Last,” there is something for everyone.
I enjoyed the variety of music,
although after the third or fourth
ballad my tolerance for layered
harmonies and lyrics singing
about lost love ran a little thin.
The quick tempo pieces, those
with a full band and especially
those with dance numbers, left
me smiling.
Hands clapped rhythmically,
lips turned upward in a smile, as
the cast jived and swung, twisted
and strolled. My mind drifted
to thoughts of poodle skirts
and soda fountains and my feet
tapped right along.
Cathy Spielberger Cassetta,
executive director of the Tabard
Theatre, said they try to get the
audience dancing.
“We’re here to provide an
experience for the audience because we think theater is more
than a show,” she said.
Although on opening night
the patrons couldn’t quite bring
themselves to boogie, it wasn’t a
result of a lack of encouragement
from the performers.

My favorite audience participation moment came when
the male singers pulled a “Donna,” “Rhonda,” “Mary-Lou” and
“Gigit” from the crowd. Singing excerpts from the songs that
shared the same names as their
newfound audience members,
the four male singers crooned the
respective hits.
It was priceless to see the reactions, an elderly woman engulfed
in the embrace of singer Will Perez, peering intently into his eyes
while a young girl’s mouth hung
open in surprise.
Anaseini Katoa, a theater arts
major at SJSU, gave a great performance as one of the four female singers. Standing outside of
the theatre after the show, greeting fans, she said opening night
went well.
“It’s really interesting being
part of a show that was built from
scratch,” she said.
Overall, if you are looking for
a toe-tapping good time, a quick
trip back in time to the simpler
music of the ‘50s and ‘60s or a
lighthearted date night, grab
your dancing shoes and experience “Bandstand Beat.”

James Creer dances on stage as Sonny Sparks, the charismatic
host of “Bandstand Beat,” during Friday night’s opening show.
Photo by Edmond Kwong / Tabard Theatre Company
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Teal & White game gives Sharks
fans optimism for regular season
by Ron Gleeson
Sports Editor

What has become a tradition for the San Jose Sharks
now means the team’s preseason has officially begun: the
seventh annual Teal and White
game played last night at HP
Pavilion.
The Teal and White game is
an intra-squad scrimmage exclusive to season-ticket holders, and gives loyal Sharks fans
the opportunity to see the entire team in action.
The Teal squad edged the
White squad with a 5-4 final
score on a last-minute goal
by forward Michael Sgarbossa
with 43.7 seconds left.
Head coach Todd McLellan
said it was nice to see the offense break through the offensively quiet scrimmages they
have been playing — possibly
because of the environment of
HP Pavilion.
“It’s funny when you put a
couple thousand fans in front
of them and their juices flowing better,” he said. “I thought
it was a well-played game and
we all look forward to playing against someone else other
than our teammates.”
Among the other Sharks
who scored were forwards
Patrick Marleau and rookie
Brodie Reid, who each notched
two goals under their preseason belts, and forwards Joe
Pavelski, Michal Handzus, Jamie McGinn and captain Joe
Thornton.
Thornton said it was a good
showing from the Sharks but
knows there is still room for
improvement for the team
who has made strong regular

season runs but have not been
able to live up their potential
in the offseason.
“We still need to build up
our chemistry,” he said. “We
need to work hard every day
and try to get better. We need
to be focused every day we
come in and know our work
needs to get done.”
Pavelski echoed Thornton.
“Every day you get one step
closer to game speed,” Pavelski
said. “We’re trying to get there
as fast as we can but it is a
process and tonight is another
step to getting better.”
A notable storyline heading into the 2011-2012 season
for the Sharks are the significant roster changes they
made during the offseason —
including separate trades that
sent Dany Heatley and Devin
Setoguchi to the Minnesota
Wild.
In exchange the Sharks
acquire defensive specialist
Brent Burns for Setoguchi and
injury-prone forward Martin
Havlat for Heatley, as well as
defensemen Jim Vandermeer
and Colin White.
McLellan said the transition
in his lineup will be challenging but once they get things
right success will come.
“It’s like a family,” he said.
“Every time a new member
enters it affects everybody.
There’s usually an excitement
about someone coming in. But
then you have to learn relationships. You have to learn
how people react in situations,
both negatively and positively.”
McLellan added that the
moves made by the front office during the offseason create an added veteran dynamic

that had been missing in past
seasons.
“The biggest change in our
hockey club is the addition
of three veteran players,” he
said of Burns, Vandermeer
and White. “They are going
to come in and we want them
to feel comfortable. They are
different ingredients perhaps
than we have had in the past
we have got to work them into
our system and the way we do
things.”
Nonetheless, McLellan said
the team still has the firepower
and talent to continue making
the playoffs in hopes of winning the Stanley Cup Finals.
“The tools are here and we
feel what we have can contribute and fill those holes that we
lost up front,” he said.
The Teal and White game
gives a chance for players who
are new to the league or do
not receive much playing time
to let their names be heard —
much like what rookie forward
Reid did last night.
Reid scored the first two
goals of the game for the white
squad in his first night playing
on the ice at HP Pavilion.
“I play day by day, I never
know how long I am going to be
here for,” Reid said. “I got a few
good bounces and we set them
up for a few good opportunities.
For my first time out there it
was a great night. There was a
great crowd out and its always
fun to play in front of a large
crowd. The offense showed
them a good time so hopefully
they keep coming out.”
McLellan said the Teal and
White game has a special feel
for the players but also brings
out mixed emotions within the
squad.

Patrick Marleau (12) of the San Jose Sharks celebrates a goal by Joe Thornton (19) during the first
period in Game 1 of the NHL Western Conference Finals at Rogers Arena in Vancouver, B.C., Canada on
Sunday, May 15, 2011. Photo by Stuart Davis / McClatchy Tribune

“There’s a group of players
that feel relaxed to come back
and play in front of their fans,”
he said. “And then there’s a
group of players that are nervous because it’s the first time
they step foot in the building.”
McLellan said he applauded the support from the fans
in attendance and added that
this game helps them get into
the regular season feel.
“We have a passionate
group of fans and it’s nice to
be reminded about how passionate they truly are,” he
said. “We’ve made changes in
summer to strengthen team
and now we have to take
those changes and implement
them into our lineup, mesh
and mold everything together,
and make sure our work ethic
is where it needs to be. Everything else will take care of
itself.”

Team Teal

Team White

First Half

First Half
(24:44) Brodie Reid
(21:53) Brodie Reid

Joe Thornton (16:32)
Joe Pavelski (14:32)

Second Half

Second Half

Patrick Marleau (25:38)
(21:24) Michal Handzus
Patrick Marleau (20:06)
(17:42) Jason Demers
(0:43) Michael Sgarbossa
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ACROSS
1. Up to the present time
6. Ready for use (Abbr.)
10. Door part
14. Freetown currency unit
15. Circular word
16. Worship from ___
17. Famous institution in
Rochester, Minn.
19. Name in a da Vinci
masterpiece
20. Prone to spilling
21. Part of two letters
22. Had belted out
23. Anger
25. Period from request to
delivery
27. Commoner, in ancient
Rome
32. Original “I Love Lucy”
airer
33. Humdinger
34. Hermit or horseshoe, e.g.
36. Autumn bloomer
40. Daybreak direction
41. Less forward
43. Raccoon River locale
44. Airs for pairs
46. Whiffenpoofs’ school
47. Unnamed people or
things
48. Geological time division
50. Lessen
52. Blood-red
56. Bard’s “always”
57. Poetry foot
58. Free electron, e.g.
60. Senator Feinstein of
California
65. Temporary home for
Napoleon
66. Source of easy money
68. Jodie Foster title
character
69. Extreme aversion
70. Cake topping

Previous Puzzle Solved

71. Ill-fated Biblical brother
72. Got a photo of
73. Powered by light
DOWN
1. Help for the hapless
2. Result of caulking
3. You may make it walk
4. Sonny Shroyer’s role on
“The Dukes of Hazzard”
5. Computer whiz
6. Omega preceder
7. “The Fountainhead”
author
8. “Silas Marner” author
George
9. Type of acid or enzyme
10. Informal gathering of
musicians
11. Ran ___ of the law
12. Miraculous fare
13. Fort in North Carolina
18. Song words
24. Before the deadline
26. Future exec., maybe
27. Begged
28. Roast pig repast

29. “Who ___ wants a
piece of me?”
30. Turkey brand
31. Water nymph
35. Misrepresent
37. “Beloved” novelist
Morrison
38. Mas that may maa
39. Reckless
42. Medical solution
45. G, in the key of C
49. Comments from horses
51. Inﬂamed eye problem
52. Florence neighbor
53. Moses sent him into
Canaan to spy
54. Walk slowly
55. Synagogue scroll
59. Multi-nation defense gp.
61. Direction to violinists
62. Execute perfectly, in
slang
63. 1492 ship of note
64. Abbr. for an MIT grad
67. Malamute’s medic
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America needs to step up its solar energy game
By
Chris
Marian

The failure of Silicon Valley startup
solar company Solyndra has been the
cause of a lot of wasted oxygen across
newsrooms and congressional halls
these last few weeks.
Understanding the particulars of the
situation — I am left with a deep sense of
unease, even despair, but not, apparently,
for the same reasons as the right-wing
blowhards in Washington.
We in the Silicon Valley know better
than most what sickly children startup
tech companies can be.
Left to the vagaries of unpredictable
research and development results and
highly dynamic global markets, mortality rates for infant companies are high,
and even those that make it to adulthood
must often struggle for survival.
In this context, the failure of Solyndra
should come as no real shock — it happens all the time.
The reason the failure of Solyndra
has been in news these days is that just
before the company went belly-up, it re-

ceived more than $527 million in federal
loans, money which now may be lost to
the taxpayers.
It was one of the first of a series of
such loans to American clean energy
companies included in the stimulus
packages enacted by the Obama administration.
Much of the hyperbole from Washington Republicans the last two weeks
stems from evidence suggesting that the
loan was rammed through in a hurry
despite misgivings about the wisdom of
the investments from the Department of
Energy and other government agencies
outside the White House.
Republicans in Congress have suggested, based on available evidence,
that the rush job was done for reasons
of political timing, or as a personal favor
to one of Solyndra’s chief investors, a
personal friend of the president.
All these things may be true, and I
think that the White House deserves a
good tongue-lashing for simple stupidity
in this matter in any case.
However, one foolish investment decision on the part of the Obama administration is not what I find really ominous
about this situation.
The source of my distress can be
found in the particulars of Solyndra’s

failure, and of what these things portend
for other American solar companies.
The most obvious ingredient in this
disaster was Solyndra’s product, an experimental type of solar cell which, in
the end, proved far less economical than
its designers had hoped — and had advertised to their Washington donors.
It’s a familiar story — unfortunate,
but not unusual.
The other major factor in Solyndra’s
failure, a factor in the recent deaths
of two other solar companies, which
threatens the survival of the rest of the
American solar energy as a whole, and
which is the reason this whole mess
keeps me up at night, is this: American
solar companies cannot compete on the
international market.
The first reason: the Chinese government.
Chinese solar cell technology is highly conservative — decades behind the
technology being produced by American and European companies in terms of
per-unit efficiency.
However, like most inferior Chinese
products, their solar cells have one massive advantage: They’re really cheap.
The reason they’re cheap is because the Chinese government has
poured massive amounts of money into

subsidies for their solar power companies, giving them the initial boost
necessary for developing the ability to
produce their product en masse, with a
reasonable degree of efficiency.
American solar companies can produce some often outstanding technology as laboratory one-offs and preproduction prototypes, but simply can’t
afford the infrastructure to mass-produce
them cheaply enough for a return on their
investment.
This brings us to the second reason
American companies can’t compete: the
Unites States government.
More specifically I mean Congress,
and even more specifically I mean the
Republican Party.
If the United States of America wants
to have a globally dominant solar industry, it will require the same level of
public investment demonstrated by the
Chinese.
I think we could do it.
The kind of money we pour into major defense projects, not to mention the
subsidies we already provide for our oil
and agriculture industries, easily match
the scale of investment necessary to foster our solar industry as well.
I think we have the national will. I
believe that most Americans, despite

Washington politics, would be amenable to public investment in the solar
industry if it meant creating jobs at home
and making American competitive with
our economic rivals.
I don’t think it will happen.
Republicans in Congress are already
using the Solyndra incident as an argument against any public investment in
the solar industry.
Republicans in Congress, now under the geriatric fist of the tea party, are
rigidly opposed to kind of public investment.
Republicans in Congress are deeply
allied with the oil industry, which has a
vested interest in combating the growth
of alternative energy industries around
the world.
The bottom line is this: As long as
the political balance of power in Washington remains as it is, the American
solar industry remains in grave danger
and the Solyndra incident will only be a
grim preview of what’s in store for the
survivors.
We Americans face the prospect in
the coming decades of becoming an industrial and technological backwater,
and if we somehow manage to avoid
this fate, it will likely be in spite of our
political leadership.

The courage to fight Mayweather did nothing wrong
A few weeks ago, I had the
opportunity to hear Carlos
Montes speak about his life as
a political activist.
For nearly an hour, I
watched and listened attentively as he talked about how he
noticed problems in his community as a teenager — police
abuse and racism in schools to
name a few.
Then he talked about when
he was arrested last May
by the local sheriff ’s department in his home in Southern
California for illegally carrying
a firearm.
He said that although he did
possess a gun, it was registered
and that he was arrested not
because of illegally carrying a
gun, but because he was targeted by the FBI.
Montes said they burst into
his home in the middle of the
night, detained him and raided
his home, taking his computer,
cellphone and other personal
possessions.
He also said he was interrogated by the FBI about his
involvement with anti-war
movements and organizations.
After hearing his story,
hearing how dedicated he is
to fighting social injustices, I
walked away thinking what a
great person he is.
Hearing him speak made me
appreciate the work and sacrifice that people like Montes do
for their communities.
Last week, I was invited
to go to my cousin’s house
because I heard they were going
to have a barbecue — turns out it
was a meeting to raise awareness about an issue occurring

By
Nick
Celario

in the Philippines.
They played a video, showing footage of workers at a sugar cane plantation, Hacienda
Luisita, going on strike because
the family that owns the land
was paying them meagerly.
The workers’ pay was so
little, they could hardly afford
to feed their families.
The video showed a man
boiling rocks and poured the
soup over rice, and that was
what he had to eat.
The workers were protesting peacefully.
They weren’t screaming on
the streets inciting violence,
carrying guns or anything of
that nature.
They were just rallying together standing up for their
rights.
The video then showed the
military and police getting involved, barricading the workers from entering the sugar
cane fields.
With no work or other
means to make any money, the
protesters were now fighting
for their lives as they pleaded
with the military to let them in.
Then the video revealed
what at first I thought couldn’t
be real: The military shot at the
protesters.
According to GMA News, a
Philippine news source, seven
were killed and at least 121

were injured, including 32 who
suffered gunshot wounds.
GMA News also reported
that of the 121 injured people,
11 were either children or in
their teens, and four were over
60 years old.
I watched hundreds of people flee for their lives as gunshots echoed through the air.
I watched a man who
was shot, bleeding profusely
through his shirt, being carried into a truck and rushed to
a hospital.
I watched a middle-aged
woman plead with the police
and military, screaming and
asking them why they’re helping the land owners when it’s
them who need help.
I was shocked, and I couldn’t
believe what I saw was real.
I was completely thrown off
after I saw this video.
It’s one thing to hear stories
of social injustices, but to see it,
to have visual images of people
suffering, made the message hit
home that much harder.
Granted, Montes’ situation
and what happened at Hacienda Luisita are different, but to
see the severity of what these
people go through to fight for
their rights is put me in a state
of awe.
I can’t imagine the courage it takes to stand on the
front line fighting for what you
believe.
I cannot honestly say that
I will take up a cause myself,
but my perspective of activism and social justice is again
changed and I commend those
who fight for what they believe
is right.
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It’s time to lay off Floyd Mayweather Jr., folks.
Boxing fans cried foul when
the boxing superstar knocked out
Victor Ortiz in the fourth round
of their fight Saturday in Las Vegas.
Ortiz was penalized one point
for trying to intentionally headbutt Mayweather (42-0, 25 KOs)
in the waning seconds of the
fourth. Referee Joe Cortez beckoned for both fighters to return
to the center of the ring and
motioned with his hands to both
fighters, telling them “Let’s go.”
Ortiz then attempted to hug
Mayweather to apologize — this
after kissing and hugging him
right after committing the foul
— when Mayweather delivered a
two-punch combo that knocked
Ortiz to the canvas.
Ortiz, like many people have
repeated since the fight, didn’t
protect himself at all times.
It’s a cardinal rule of boxing
that Mayweather took full advantage of.
People fail to recognize that
had Ortiz not struck Mayweather, he wouldn’t have put himself
in a position to be hugging his
opponent in the middle of a fight.
Then Mayweather delivered
the one-two punch combo that
knocked Ortiz out.
It can be said what Mayweather did was unsportsmanlike, but why do people seem to
forget about Ortiz’s head-butt?
It was arguably one of the
dirtiest boxing fouls in the last
decade and seems to have taken
a backseat to Mayweather’s
fully legal knockdown. Why has
attention been drawn away from
it?

By
Peter
Fournier

It’s because Mayweather has
been, for a good part of his career,
a villain.
The crowd in Las Vegas, the
city in which he lives, boos him
from the weigh-in to the fight.
People like to boo Mayweather
because he is unbeaten, undefeated and simply the best.
He is not and will never be
idolized like Manny Pacquiao,
but will always be inherently better than him.
Mayweather does not need to
fight him to prove that.
He hasn’t lost a single fight in
his entire professional career.
He’s beaten Oscar De La
Hoya, Ricky Hatton, Shane Mosley, Victor Ortiz and Juan Manuel
Marquez, Arturo Gatti and Carlos Baldomir.
All of those men were or currently are some of the most reputable fighters the welterweight
division of boxing has ever seen.
Pacquiao is one of the best
welterweights in the world.
It would make sense that
Mayweather should have fought
him a long time ago.
That is until you see what Pacquiao has done to his last few opponents.
Yahoo Sports’ Dan Wetzel
pointed out that Pacquiao has
sent four of his last seven opponents to the hospital. He also
pointed out that two of them,
Hatton and De La Hoya, haven’t

fought since fighting Pacquiao.
Mayweather, with his defensive prowess and high punch
connection percentage, would
beat Pacquiao in a fight, but he
doesn’t need to fight Pacquiao.
Why would a fighter of Mayweather’s legendary status, an
undefeated and pound-for-pound
legend, risk getting injured
enough to the point of being sent
to the hospital when he has nothing to prove?
What would beating Manny
Pacquiao, which he would if the
two ever fought, do for Mayweather’s legacy?
Nothing.
It does nothing.
But fighting Amir Khan, a
fighter who is 10 years younger
than Mayweather, just like Ortiz
was, will prove that Mayweather
is almost ageless.
Mayweather has said that
Khan would be his next fight.
Fighting Khan will almost
guarantee a hospital-free night
for Mayweather as well.
Nonetheless,
Mayweather
doesn’t need to be sportsmanlike
to anyone.
He doesn’t need to give Ortiz a hug when a fight has been
ordered to be resumed, or to fight
Manny Pacquiao to prove he’s
the best.
The way the sport of boxing
is, Mayweather only needs to answer to himself and the Nevada
State Athletic Commission, not
the sound of jeers in the stands.
He can fight who he wants
and skim the line of sportsmanship when he wants.
In this case, don’t hate the
great boxer, hate the mismanaged
sport.
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PROTEST: Student organization voices outrage against moving students to hotel
FROM PAGE 1
you are living with your parents or financial need,”
said Herlinda Aguirre, a senior art history major.
“Because of this policy, it caused 250 freshmen to
be kicked out. They are literally three miles away …
there are no smiles.”
Following her outcry, she initiated the rally by
chanting “Three miles … no smiles!” while drumming away on an upside-down bucket.
Rosenberg said too many students were let in,
and because of that housing policy, housing became overwhelmed with students who had to live
on campus.
The administration wound up having to book a
hotel for the students three miles away from campus near the Mineta San Jose International Airport,
he said.
“Ninety students are living in the Clarion Hotel
right now, but a lot of students said no (to that option) and chose to move somewhere else,” Rosenberg said.
He said the problem is that the students had to
deal with skyrocketing prices wherever they tried
to find a place to stay.
Rosenberg said his landlord had an influx of as
many as 25 people looking for a place.
“The school overbooked,” Rosenberg said. “To
my knowledge, this has never happened before.”
Rosenberg added that “some of the students
on student government participating in SQE were
in the academic center during the rally, alongside
a committee modifying the housing policy that
screwed the students in the first place.”
He said they’re creating a new housing policy
with more exceptions to it, making sure the students can get out of it if they have to.
“It was too rigid and new, and now they’re in the
process of modifying the policy,” Rosenberg said.
Rosenberg said SJSU can really learn a lot from
this, and said he trusts in the committee to have the
students’ best interests in its hands.
He said the main purpose of the protest is to get
the president to approve and sign a revised policy,
allowing exceptions to the rule in order to implement it.
Tierney Yates, a junior political science major,
complained, “Since the overcrowding of freshmen,
my room was eliminated. Today, I hope that the
new stipulations that they have — some of them
need to be taken away.”
He said that there’s no need for SJSU to become
a commuter school but if you’re a freshman and
live within commuting miles, live on campus.
Rosenberg, Aguirre and Yates agreed that it’s an
absolute hindrance.
Although Rosenberg has lived in the dorms for
two years and is fine living off campus, he knows
people who were forced out.
“Because it affects students, it affects me … so I
choose to be out here,” he said. “I think it’s wrong

to force students to live on campus and then drive
up the cost of living on campus to astronomical
proportions.”
Rosenberg said that he heard students living in
the hotels may need to study late, but they may
have to take the light rail to get to their destination.
Or students end up getting stuck at school because the light rail shuts down, he said.
“They’re paying to live on campus and its benefits,” Rosenberg said. “They have a pool. But it’s
not what they came to college for.”
“I hope to bring awareness to other students on
what’s going on (through this rally), and that this
can’t happen again,” Aguirre said.
Ann Liem agreed.
“I live with my parents, but I have friends that
dorm here at school,” said Liem, a junior applied
mathematics major. “I hear them complaining
about how expensive it is to live on campus right
now, and I think it’s just ridiculous.”
She said that living three miles away is also outrageous, adding that people should hear about it.
“I just came here to support them,” she said.
Not only is the situation inconvenient, living at
the hotel makes students uncomfortable, Aguirre
said.
“I have a friend currently living on a couch
‘cause he got kicked out and refused to live in the
hotel,” she said. “But it’s in a very unsafe area, especially for women. The conditions aren’t very safe.”
She said she spoke to a few women there and
they complained about instances where a few people have followed them from the VTA.
They feel very unsafe in that area, she said.
Yates noted that the administration, particularly
Jason Laker, former vice president for student affairs, even visited his class and asked it what it felt
about the situation.
What the class told Laker it believed would happen actually happened, Yates said.
“It’s very unprofessional and it’s out of control,”
Yates said. “It was a waste of our breath. You specifically took the time to come to our classroom and
wanted our opinions and we told you it was going
to happen. And now it happened … and there’s no
apology.
“There’s no legitimacy like backed up toward
what they did. It’s just bad. No one paid to live in
a hotel. Everyone paid to live for the convenience
of living on campus. Not ‘I wanna live three miles
away and I wanna commute on free transportation.’ I want to live on ‘free transportation,’ and it’s
not free. I have to commute.”
He said he has seen the rooms and objects to
their size — he said they are too small, six drawers
aren’t enough to share between three people, lighting is bad and there’s no space to do homework.
Aguirre said she believes that the administration should have communicated better with housing by notifying housing earlier.

Herlinda Aguirre speaks in front of Campus Village during a student housing rally arranged by Students
for Quality Education on Tuesday afternoon. The organization protested the SJSU student housing
dilemma after returning residents were offered either a refund or relocation to the Clarion Hotel.
Photo by Sierra Duren / Contributing Photographer

“

It’s wrong to force students to live on
campus and then drive up the cost ...
to astronomical proportions.

”

Julian Rosenberg, junior, mechanical engineering

Mexican leader suggests new drug laws SpartaGuide
Experts divided over
President Calderon’s
proposed changes
McClatchy Tribune
Wire Service

MEXICO CITY — For the
second time in less than a
month, Mexican President Felipe Calderon has inched toward suggesting that the United
States decriminalize narcotics if
that’s what it takes to reduce
the “astronomical profits” of the
crime gangs roiling his nation.
If the United States cannot reduce demand for drugs,
Calderon said in New York
Monday night, then “decision
makers must look for other solutions, including market alternatives.”
Calderon was asked Tuesday
morning on CBS’ “Early Show”
if he was suggesting drugs
should be legalized.
“I’m talking about market
alternatives, market solutions,”
Calderon said. “Either we reduce consumption or we need
more alternatives, more solutions.”
Calderon declined to specify
the alternatives, or how they
might reduce the profits of narcotics traffickers. But some ana-

“

lysts in Mexico and the United
States said it was code language
to open debate about legalization without using a word that
draws contentious reaction.
“It’s loaded. We call it the ‘L
word,’ said Ethan Nadelmann
of the Drug Policy Alliance, a
New York-based group in favor
of decriminalization. “It’s essentially like uttering out loud
a political heresy, and he wants
to avoid that.”
Calderon is under growing
pressure to reduce violence by
organized crime groups in Mexico that has caused more than
40,000 deaths since he took office in late 2006. His ruling party lags in polling for 2012 presidential elections in which he
himself cannot seek re-election.
Calderon first used the
phrase “market alternatives” on
Aug. 26, the day after gangsters
firebombed a casino in Monterrey, killing 52 people. His voice
cracking on occasion, he lashed
out at U.S. gun shops and their
“criminal sale” of assault rifles
to Mexican traffickers, and said
that high U.S. demand for narcotics made Americans, too, responsible for Mexico’s turmoil.
Calderon repeated those
criticisms during a speech Monday night at the Council of the
Americas in New York even as
he lauded growing U.S.-Mexico

security cooperation.
U.S. demand for drugs “is the
source of the criminals’ greatest power,” offering “exorbitant
profits” that allow them to corrupt officials and equip themselves with sophisticated arsenals, he said.
An ardent advocate of free
markets, Calderon alluded to
the economic tenet that if a
prohibition is lifted on a type of
good, its sale price will plummet.
“We have to do whatever
it takes to reduce demand for
drugs. But if drug consumption can’t be contained, then
decision makers must look for
solutions, including market alternatives, to reduce the astronomical profits of these criminal organizations,” he said.
In public meetings with academics and activists in Mexico,
Calderon has been willing to
put legalization on the table but
has voiced personal opposition
to it.
“His posture is rejection of
legalization, that its costs are
higher than its benefits,” said
Edna Jaime, a political analyst
at Mexico’s CIDAC think tank.
Yet Jaime said Calderon is
clearly referring to legalization
when speaking of “market alternatives,” perhaps considering
it “too compromising to spell it

Either we reduce consumption or we
need more alternatives, more
solutions.

”

Felipe Calderon, President of Mexico

out with all its letters.”
Both of Calderon’s immediate predecessors as president,
Vicente Fox and Ernesto Zedillo, are proponents of legalization, as are several leading
Mexican intellectuals and writers.
Jaime said Calderon may be
having a change of heart. His
policies have hit crime groups
hard, capturing or killing 23
major traffickers, but levels of
violence keep rising.
“He’s very frustrated,” she
said. “He thought his policies
would yield positive results.
Instead, he’ll be leaving office
with the country in a state of
acute violence, worse than he
got it.”
Increasingly, Calderon has
turned to criticizing the United States, describing the trend
of U.S. states toward allowing
medical marijuana as undercutting Mexico’s war against drug
traffickers.
Sixteen U.S. states and the
District of Columbia now permit the use of medical marijuana.
If Calderon is feeling the
weight of his presidency, he
has also found time recently to
unwind by scuba diving, rappelling into caves, scampering
up Aztec pyramids and piercing
through jungles on zip lines for
an upcoming television series
promoting tourism to Mexico.
Calderon was to visit the
Guggenheim Museum in New
York later Tuesday for a showing of “Mexico: The Royal Tour,”
a show hosted by Peter Greenberg that will air this fall on
PBS. Calderon will attend another showing of the program
in Los Angeles on Wednesday.

Report Back from the West Bank of Palestine
Iranian Studies Program
Wednesday, September 21, 2011
7 p.m.
King Library room 225

Red Cross Blood Drive
Delta Sigma Pi
Thursday, September 22, 2011
8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
200 E. Santa Clara Street, San Jose CA 95113
Rotunda Building, 5th and Santa Clara streets

Dance Lessons
Ballroom Dance Club
Friday, September 23, 2011
7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Spartan Complex 89

China Centenary
Wednesday, September 28, 2011
7 p.m.
King Library room 225/229

Silicon Valley Innovation Challenge
Ends September 2011
Registration OPENS
Check www.cob.sjsu.edu/svce for details online
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